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From the President:
Welcome to the Stetson Flyers Model Airplane Club.
Our club consists of nearly 150 members ranging from the
beginner to the expert , flying electrics, helicopters, jets,
aerobatic planes and warbirds. We maintain a RC flying field
at Carlsbad Springs, Ontario and welcome all pilots, new and
experienced.
As technology has advanced over the last few years, many of
our members have converted over to electric flight. Naturally, glow and gas powered craft are as welcome as ever. If
you are new to the hobby, we strongly encourage you to
contact our Chief Flying Instructor or any members of the
executive before making any purchases. Better yet, come
out and watch us fly and ask questions. We are happy to
help. You can find us at the airfield almost every day of the
year, weather permitting.
Over the past flying season there have been a few operational rules infractions. Please remember that the safety and
enjoyment of our hobby is paramount to all. Flying at this
great location must not be taken for granted. Membership
comes with the responsibility to be courteous and safe.

Coming Stetson Events...
Nov 29th
December
Jan 1st

Regular Meeting
No Meeting during holidays
First Flight of 2012

Jan 31st

Regular Meeting

Feb 28th

Regular Meeting

Mar 27th

Regular Meeting

April 24th

Regular Meeting

May 29th

Dinner Meeting

NEWS: René Lepage and Louise Gélinas are retiring from their
Field Coordinator positions, and after two years of their hard
labors we thank them for the wonderful conditions at our field!

Thank You for your co-operation in this matter.
Lets’ enjoy another successful year!
Daniel Marcotte
President
Stetson Flyers

From the Editor:

We have a few volunteers to continue this most important work
for next season. Marc Lanthier will lead the way with Dave Percy
and Kevin Blizzard helping out. Thanks to you folks for stepping
up!
Secondly, our much over-worked triple-headed John Jackson has
passed the reins of the Stetson Flyer editor to Gary Robertson.,
aka me! John, I hope I’ll do half as good a job as you have on this
newsletter. Many thanks for your years of editing.
Kicking off the new season, we will propose a workable budget

Welcome Stetson Flyers to the new club year and your new and an Activities Calendar at the November 29 meeting. The
executive. We sincerely hope to meet and exceed your wishes
for the Stetsons this coming year. Please let us know if you see
something we need to be doing, and help us get it done!

core activities difference will expand the ED RAE Memorial event
into a major two-day weekend , comprising electric, warbirds,
helis, night flying, limbo events, and lots of fun flying. This frees
up several weekend slots and concentrates our resources on
DUES Reminder: 2012 dues are coming up soon.
three major weekend events: Ed Rae, an IMAC event and the
You must be a paid up MAAC and Stetson member on January 1,
Giant Scale Pig Roast.
2012 to fly at our field.

The Aerobatics interest group will be better organized and
quite active this year, so if you are one of the many folks
who want to have fun improving your flying skills, let me
know by sending me an email to garyr75@hotmail.com and
get yourself on our aerobats list. For those wanting to try
competitive aerobatics, we will have a great year in the Ottawa Valley Zone with several IMAC events, culminating in the
Canadian Nationals in Arnprior at the end of August.
Last Comment: Send me your photos and stories, tips, ideas
and wants for the newsletter. This is your newsletter. Let us
know what you want!
See you out there, Aviators!
Gary Robertson.
Editor

Club Officials and Contacts

Newsletter Questions and Answers
Not Getting Yours?
Get us your correct email address and we’ll get you
on the list!

Meetings: The Stetson Flyers meet at 7:30 on the
last Tuesday of each month, except for December,
June, July or August. The meetings are held at the
Canada Aviation Museum in the Bush Theatre.

Bring and Brag:
Each meeting we encourage members and guests to
bring something of interest to show to the group. It
could be a new plane, a build in progress, or a demo
of a technique. Where there are three or more items
brought to the meeting we will try and have a prize
draw. Items for sale are welcome but are not eligible
for the Bring and Brag prize draw.

President

Daniel Marcotte

613-299-1970

Use the back door to the museum!

Vice-President

Hal MacDonald

613-764-1950

Secretary

John Jackson

613-445-5726

Membership

Daniel Marcotte

613-299-1970

To get to the back door follow the road around to the
extreme left side of the museum. Pass through the
gate in the perimeter fence and proceed to the back
door.

Treasurer

John Jackson

613-445-5726

Chief Flying Instructor

Simon Nadler

613-883-3367

Webmaster

Simon Nadler

613-883-3367

Newsletter

Gary Robertson

613 746- 4209

Events Coordinator

Gary Robertson

613-746-4209

Field Coordinator

Marc Lanthier

613-700-0281

Contact your executive at: contact@stetsonflyers.com

Mailing Address:
The Stetson Flyers Model Airplane Club
3940 Innes Road
PO Box 91542
Ottawa ON K1W 1K0

Please visit our web site at
http://www.stetsonflyers.com

Photo Credits:
Unless noted otherwise, photos in this newsletter are
by our webmaster Simon Nadler, our newsletter editor John Jackson, or our Vice President Hal MacDonald.

Want to propose something?
Members in good standing can bring motions from
the floor at any regular meeting. The motion will
need to be seconded, then discussed and voted on by
the members present. Sometimes the outcome is
that the motion is tabled so more information, implications, etc. can be gathered and presented.
You can help speed up the process by giving the executive a “heads up” by sending an email to contact@stetsonflyers.com, ideally before the executive
meeting which happens the Tuesday before a regular
meeting. This will allow the executive team a chance
to research the idea in advance of the meeting and
gather any required information.

Our web site
community

is hosted as a
service by

Meeting Minutes
October 25th, 2011

Dan thanked the outgoing executive for all their efforts and dedication.

The meeting was opened at 7:35 pm with a motion from Marcel
Pronovost, seconded by Bob Butterworth. There were 39 people in attendance. Guests were greeted by Dan, and in particular
Dave French, a past president, was visiting from BC.
A motion to accept the minutes as published was made by Gerry
Nadon, seconded by Wayne Smith. Motion carried.

Gerry Nadon called for a motion to open the election – moved
by John Rest and seconded by Simon Nadler. Motion carried.
Gerry read in the slate of nominated and volunteer officers.
There were no last minute nominations. Gerry asked for a motion to accept the nominations – moved by Wayne Smith and
seconded by Norm Kihl. The list of elected officials is as follows:

The treasurer’s report was presented and a motion to accept
was made by Gerry Nadon, seconded by Les Morgan. Motion
carried.
Dan reported our official membership is currently at 143 members. He noted that there does not seem to be any problem
with overcrowding at the field and there was general agreement.
Webmaster – Simon had nothing to report.
Newsletter – John Jackson will be turning over the newsletter to
Gary Robertson effective the next issue.
Field Report- Dan reported that due to a great season weather
wise our field is in great shape and really looks good.
CFI Report – 15 students were graduated and 4 more are
waiting for their flight testing.
Old Business – none.
New Business – Dan will move the fire pit at the field so it does
not ruin the grass in front of the BBQ shack. Dan is investigating
cut barrels to hold the fire; Marcel Pronovost offered bus rims if
they would help. Marcel will plow the lane again this winter and
a round of thanks was offered.

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Events Director

Safety Speech: Tim Obas has donated two fire extinguishers to
the club. If your plane lands in the trees you should take one
with you. Speak up when you see something not right at the
field. If it does not resolve, inform the executive. There have
been some burn marks on the field and a rumour of a LiPo fire.
Make sure that the batteries are safe before putting them in
your vehicle. Damaged LiPos can explode half an hour later.
There are still too many cigarette butts left around the field.
Scott Clarke mentioned that some pilots were causing others to
duck or be hit. In particular hand launched electrics and bad
alignment with the runway are to blame. Pilots are reminded
that the runway does not start for several feet beyond the orange fence. There was a discussion over leaving the grass long
there so all know where the runway really is.

Daniel Marcotte
Hal MacDonald
John Jackson
John Jackson
Gary Robertson assisted by Dave Martin

Appointed positions:
Newsletter Editor
Gary Robertson
Webmaster
Simon Nadler
Field Coordinator
Marc Lanthier, Paul Reardon and
Kevin Blizzard (all volunteers)
Chief Flying Instructor
Simon Nadler
Gerry called for a motion to close the elections – moved by
John Rest and seconded by Marcel Pronovost.
Dan informally discussed plans for the coming year and asked
if people with ideas could send them to the executive email
address. The common themes received to date include longer
or wider runways and better fencing options. The option to
leave the grass long next to the fence was discussed. Dan also
mentioned that due to the work involved running so many
small events, Gary will recommend collapsing the various
events into two larger events. This will be formally discussed
next meeting when the budget will be proposed.
Gary Robertson would like to continue with an Aerobatics Special Interest Group. Details in November.

Scott Clarke gave a report on the Giant Scale Rally. There were
83 planes brought and over 50 pilots. The weather was great
and Saturday brought out over 200 spectators. Scott thanked
Paul de Sousa who donated over $300 in prizes from his business. There were 64 Roast Pig Dinner Tickets sold and more
could have been sold if there was more Pig! Scott thanked
Orleans Hobbies for donating the pig. The event brought in
$985 after expenses. Scott thanked all those who helped out
Simon presented Wings Certificates to John Rest and Darren
with the various tasks throughout the weekend. Next year a
Boily, and thanked the instructors again for all their efforts.
Giant Scale IMAA Mini-Fest is proposed which will make the
event even busier and more food and help will be required.
Hal reminded all that garbage is to be taken home with you, and One member suggested inviting Regional Contact out for the
that the trailer and the gate have been left open several times
day.
recently. We are apt to get vandalism or theft if we continue.
John Stewart won $55.50 in the 50/50 draw.
The lock numbers must be rolled after locking or else the lock is
not really locked.
A motion to close the meeting was made by Gerry Nadon, seDan made a special presentation of a certificate to René Lepage conded by Marc Shaw. The meeting was adjourned.
and Louise Gélinas and their two sons Daniel and Eric for all the
hard work they have done at the field over the years.

Proposed 2012 Events Schedule:

Proposed 2012 Meeting Activities:

Jan 1: First Flight Fun Gathering

Nov. 29, 2011: Budget, Activities, Aerobatics

Mar 3: Winter Fun Gathering

Jan. 31, 2012: Swap Shop

May 12: Field Cleanup Day

Feb 28, 2012: Aviation Speaker and Movies

May 13: IMAC Boot Camp

Mar. 27, 2012: Scott Clarke: 3D Flying

June 2-3: Ed Rae Fun Fly Weekend

Apr. 25, 2012: Open. TBA

July 1: Canada Day @ Aviation Museum

May 29, 2012: Dinner Meeting, D&S BBQ

July 21-22: IMAC @ Stetsons Weekend

Sept. 25, 2012: Museum Tour

Sept. 8-9: Giant Scale Weekend (IMAA
Event)

Oct. 30, 2012: Elections.

Sept. 29: New Flyer Fun Fly Gathering

Club meeting activities are driven by member interests.

The concept of the proposal is to reduce
the number of small events, and concentrate the Club efforts on two major weekends, plus an IMAC aerobatic contest
event.

Let us know what you would like to do at the
meetings. If you know of someone who the
members would enjoy meeting and hearing
at a meeting, please let me know.

This spaces the major events about 6
weeks apart and provides more open flying at the field.
Revenues from three weekend long
events are expected to be similar to the
net profits realized from the many smaller
events in the past, some of which were
very marginal in earnings.

The activities, normally about 45 minutes in
length, take place following the regular business meeting, which is hopefully about 30
minutes in length, unless we have something
major to discuss.

Tips & Tricks
Get Clean!
If you forget to use a barrier cream or latex gloves to prevent your hands from getting sticky when using epoxy, don’t use alcohol, acetone, or other solvents to clean them. Besides being harsh on your skin, those chemicals always leave a sticky residue no matter how many times you wipe your hands.
Instead use hand lotion to remove the epoxy residue. Just wash your hands with the lotion, rinse it off and the wash again
with regular hand soap. It works like a charm and your hands will smell great!
—from Allen Rice, Boca Raton, Florida

Gloves for CA
If you’re allergic to latex, one thing that works really well as an alternative—and is really inexpensive—is to use cheap plastic
sandwich bags to cover your hands. They work well and are thin enough that you can feel that heat of the glue as it sets.
This works really well when you are applying glass cloth with CA, because you can hold the cloth to the balsa and feel when
the glue sets. It lets you use very little CA to put down the cloth and saves quite a bit of weight.
—from Bob Furr, the Eugene Prop Spinners, Eugene, Oregon

Need a bench?
Need an extra workbench, yet don’t have the space for a permanent one? How about an ironing board? If has a padded top (if
you choose), is adjustable for height, and you can even sit down while covering or doing close-up work. Best of all, you can
fold it up and put it away.
—From The Tail Spinner
Reinforce that new ARF:
The wonderfully straight jig construction we all enjoy with our ARF airplanes is the starting point for creating a long-lasting
model aircraft. It has been well documented for several years that most, if not all ARFs need to be re-glued to ensure a solid
structure for long life. Start by inspecting the motor box, wing root and landing gear areas specifically. Add reinforcement if
you feel it is needed. On an inexpensive ARF, you may find that reinforcement is required. On higher end models, you may be
fine with the existing structure. Nevertheless, all that great laser cutting and jig-assembled structure needs to be re-glued for
solidity and fuel proofing. DO NOT put your faith in the sweet little factory worker lady who glued YOUR ARF together!
Thin out 30 or 45 minute epoxy with IPA 99% and paint all joints you can reach plus the motor box area twice. Use disposable brushes with the hollow tin shafts. They can be cleaned with alcohol for re-use if you want, and slip right on 1/4” dowel
for longer reach.
Using a dowel extension, you can get the long reach needed to properly re-glue everything. Clean up with IPA alcohol and
paper towels to get rid of the sticky finger marks. This is important. You can’t get them off once the epoxy hardens.
This process will dramatically strengthen your ARF framework and provide fuel proofing as well.
For those concerned about added weight, I carefully weighed before and after elements of my 72” wingspan Sbach. Total
weight added for all epoxy work was less than 2 ounces on an 11.5 lb. aircraft. Well worth the 2 ounces!
-from Gary Robertson, Stetson Flyers.

Methanol Use by the RC Modeller or Flyer:

By Dr. Bob Myhara, Ph.D,
Stetson Flyers.
Why I am writing this article?
In talking with some of the fellows at the flying field, there have been some questions regarding the toxicity of methanol that we
use as a fuel in glow engines or as a solvent in the home workshop. I wrote this little article to answer some the questions put
forward.

What is methanol and where is it found?
Methanol, also known as methyl alcohol, wood alcohol or methyl hydrate, is a naturally occurring alcohol and can be found as a
fermentation product in wine or beer, as a constituent of fruit juices (like orange juice), and in foods sweetened with some types
of artificial sweeteners. We use it in our glow fuel, but we can also use methanol to keep hot foods hot (e.g. Sterno), as a solvent
for some types of paint, and as an antifreeze to keep our car’s windshield washer fluid from freezing.

How are we exposed to methanol?
The amount of methanol we are exposed to in our daily lives is very small. For example the amount of methanol in oranges juice
is about 120 parts per million (120 mg/kg of orange juice). Besides ingestion, methanol can enter our bodies through inhalation
of its fumes, or it can be absorbed through the skin. The amount of methanol entering our bodies through inhalation or skin
absorption is of course dependent upon exposure, but with casual use that amount is really tiny.

Methanol toxicity:
The human body is quite use to being exposed to small quantities of methanol and can eliminate or break down the alcohol very
quickly. It does not accumulate in the body, as some other solvents can do, and is not known to be a carcinogen (chemical causing cancer in animals). As long as there is casual contact with methanol, the amount entering the body is very small, and no
harm will occur. Methanol is only dangerous if there is long-term chronic contact with large amounts, or if a large quantity of
the alcohol (about 100 ml) is drunk by accident.

Methanol as a solvent in the hobbyist workshop.
In conversation at the flying field, I know that some people use methanol as a solvent in the home workshop. While casual contact with methanol is perfectly safe, however using it as a solvent is greatly increasing ones exposure to the alcohol. I prefer to
use isopropyl alcohol, also known as isopropanol, as a solvent to thin or clean up my epoxy glue. Isopropyl alcohol is much less
toxic than methanol and does a really good job as a solvent and de-greaser. It can be purchased at most electronics supply
stores (e.g. Gervais) or at Rexall Drug Stores (buy the 99%, not the 70%).

Summary:
Methanol is something which is naturally found, in tiny quantities, all around us. We use it every day as a fuel, as a solvent and
as an antifreeze. Casual contact with the alcohol, for example when we normally mix, pour or otherwise use glow fuel at the
flying field, does not harm us in the least. As a solvent, however, I would suggest that one should use isopropyl alcohol rather
than methanol. If there is a less toxic alternative available, it makes sense to use it.

October Meeting Photos:

Thanks Rene and Louise! Great work on our field!

Wings Award to Darren Boily

Jim’s next Scale Project???

John Rest earns his Wings!

Tim Obas: successful winged pilot!

Wayne Smith shows his awesome Sea Fury

